Merry Mitered Potholder
Written by Carri Hammett
Author of
More Than a Dozen Hats and Beanies
Mittens and Hats for Yarn Lovers,
Knitting 101 and other titles
All available on amazon.com

Ho Ho Ho – Knitting fun for the holidays!
Use scraps of worsted weight yarn to
make a rainbow of potholders.
Perfect for hostess gifts!
To see more step-by-step pictures of how to make
the mitered potholder see Carri’s blog post
http://www.creativeknittingmagazine.com/blog/

Finished Dimensions:
7 ½” square
Gauge: 5 stitches per inch (2.5 cm) in garter stitch (knit all rows)
Yarn: Any worsted weight yarn, about 70 yards in total for one potholder. The yarn used to make the potholders
in the photos is Ella Rae Classic Wool (100% wool, 220 yds/100 grams). Three colors are used; A, B, and C.
Needles and Notions:
US Size 5 (3.75mm) needle or size required to achieve gauge
US Size 5 (3.75mm) 32” circular needle for edge band
Yarn needle for weaving in ends
Abbreviations and Techniques
K
Knit
K2tog
Knit two together - Insert the right needle knitwise into the next 2 stitches on the left
needle. Knit these 2 stitches at the same time as if they were 1 stitch.
Knit Cast On *Insert the right needle into the first st on the left needle. Draw the yarn through as if to make a
knit st but do not pull the st off the left needle. Transfer the new st from the right needle to the
left needle. Repeat from * until the desired number of sts have been cast on.
SSK
Slip, Slip, Knit – Slip the next 2 stitches knitwise to the right needle, insert the tip of
the left needle into the front loop of these 2 stitches, knit the 2 stitches together
through the back loops as if they were 1 stitch.
St (s)
Stitch(es)
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Pattern Notes
This technique produces a lot of ends. Instead of weaving in the ends when the knitting is complete, knit the
ends in as you are picking up the stitches for the next square or rectangle. For information about knitting in
ends, see Carri Hammett’s blog post http://www.creativeknittingmagazine.com/blog/?p=2572.
For best results when picking up stitches, work in the ‘valley’ between the two garter stitch ridges whenever
possible.
POTHOLDER DIRECTIONS

First Square:
Using color A, cast on 24 sts
Row 1 (WS): K12, place marker, k12.
Row 2 (RS): Knit to 2 sts before marker, ssk, slip marker, k2tog, knit to end.
Row 3: Knit.
Repeat rows 1 and 2 until 4 sts remain and you have just completed row 3.
Row 4 (RS): Ssk, remove marker, k2tog.
Row 5: K2tog. Cut yarn and pull through last stitch to secure.
Second Square:

Using color B, pick up 12 sts along one edge of the first square (left). Turn and using knit cast on method, cast on
12 sts (right). Without turning the knitting (the wrong side will be facing), make a mitered square following the
directions for the first square.
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Third Square:

Using color A, pick up 12 sts along the edge of the second square that is perpendicular to the seam. Turn and
using knit cast on method, cast on 12 sts – there will be a total of 24 sts (above). Without turning the knitting
(the wrong side will be facing), make a mitered square following the directions for the first square.
Fourth Square:

Using color B, pick up 12 sts along the open edge of square 1 and 12 sts along the open edge of square 3 – there
will be a total of 24 sts. Turn the work to the wrong side and make a mitered square following the directions for
the first square.
Rectangular Strips:

Using color C pick up 24 sts along one edge of mitered work (12 per square). Knit 7 rows and bind off. Repeat for
other side (left). Next, pick up 32 sts along long edge as follows: 4 sts in band, 12 sts in each square, 4 sts in
band. Knit 7 rows and bind off. Repeat for other side (right).
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Edge Band:

Using color B and circular needle, pick up 33 stitches per side as follows 4 sts in band, 12 sts in each square, 4 sts
in band, 1 st in corner. It helps to loop the needle cable out at the corner when starting a new side (left). When
the stitches have been picked up DO NOT join in the round, turn the work and knit around. At the end, turn the
work again and bind off all the stitches. There will be a small opening between each end of the band (right).
Finishing
Using one of the tails, seam the two ends of the edge band. Weave in all other ends. For best results, steam
block on ironing board or blocking board. After steam has penetrated the potholder and all edges have been
smoothed and straightened, pin to blocking surface making sure all four sides are square and the desired
dimension. Allow to dry in place.

GO BACK TO SCHOOL!

Take Carri Hammett’s new online class, Knit Finishing Techniques
now available from Annie’s.
http://www.anniescatalog.com/onlineclasses

Learn the knit finishing techniques you need to complete a gorgeous tailored
sweater like a pro! Carri will guide you through this fun and informative class
and as you pick up valuable skills, including several
different methods of blocking, seaming, and
edging.
This knitting class will give you an opportunity to
stitch and complete a beautiful, tailored cardigan
sweater (shown at right). All the information
needed to plan, knit, block, and finish is
demonstrated and included in the class materials.
The sweater pattern is written for sizes XS to 3XL
and uses worsted weight yarn.
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